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751E.1.7 - CTI User Homepage (Initial Release)

Select my UI

751E.1.5 - Market Analysis Homepage (March 2022)

Featured Content View All

Apple Samsung Huawei ReportsSharp

SearchClear search

Supporting IP strategy In the 
Semiconductor Industry

Growing complexity of the chip market has made it harder than 
ever for intellectual property owners to monitor developments, 
making reverse engineering a crucial process

Read Now

Fast analysis of large patent sets.
Included in your subscription.

New!  Patent Target Triage

Learn More

751E.1.3 - IP Homepage (Current Techlibrary)

751E.1.6 - Market Analysis Homepage (Future)

Enhanced sharing, annotation, and 
notification features to increase 
collaboration and productivity
New Features in the TechInsights Platform

s SearchClear search

Tap into TechInsights on mobile.
Innovation doesn't stop, and staying informed means staying 
competitive. Get the latest TechInsights blogs and videos and receive 
our semiconductor industry notifications so you're ready to act fast.

Download the TechInsights mobile app

751E.1.1 - Platform Concept Homepage I (Historic) - OBSOLETE

751E.1.2 - Platform Concept Homepage II (Historic) - OBSOLETE

This Content Viewer 
shown the latest 
content from all 

your entitlements.
New content 

indicators

Make informed decisions with curated 
processor analysis and technical insight.
Superior microprocessor, SoC and AI product strategy with a 
comprehensive understanding of the technology and market landscape.

Seminar Forecast 2022: Video

Manufacturing Analysis - Insider
December 15, 2021

84 254 154

This Content 
Viewer shown the 

latest content 
from all your 

entitlements. New 
content indicators

More detailed lists 
to handle 

different content 
from various 

channels

Make informed decisions with curated 
processor analysis and technical insight.
Superior microprocessor, SoC and AI product strategy with a 
comprehensive understanding of the technology and market landscape.

Seminar Forecast 2022: Video

Manufacturing Analysis - Insider
December 15, 2021

84 254 154

FUTURE:  
Integrates direct 

access to 
"Favorites" or "My 
Library" for quick 

access.
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Send feedback or report a problem

We are committed to delivering value.
Please contact us if you have comments, suggestion or need to report a 

problem with your subscription.

Submit

How are we doing?
We want to know what you think.

Please take moment and rate your satisafaction.

FUTURE:
ASK for feedback. 
 Make it easy to 
provide to guide 
our knowledge.

This Content 
Viewer shown the 

latest content 
from all your 

entitlements. New 
content indicators

More detailed lists 
to handle 

different content 
from various 

channels

FUTURE:  
Integrates direct 

access to 
"Favorites" or "My 
Library" for quick 

access.

CUSTOMIZE:
Provide shortcut 
cards to navigate 

directly to Verticals.  
This could be user 

customizable.

    Subscription Shortcuts

Featured content for you View All

Apple Samsung Huawei ReportsSharp

AI and CURATION:

Provide suggested 
content relevant 
to the customer

751E.1.4 - IP Homepage (FUTURE)

751E.1.8 - CTI User Homepage (End 2022?)

Multi- View 
banners to 

communicate new 
features, tutorials 

along side 
marketing.

Multi- View 
banners to 

communicate new 
features, tutorials 

along side 
marketing.
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